Bending of the bacteriophage lambda attachment site by Escherichia coli integration host factor.
Escherichia coli integration host factor (IHF) is a small basic protein that is required for efficient integrative recombination of bacteriophage lambda. IHF binds specifically to sequences within attP, the site in bacteriophage lambda that undergoes recombination. It has been suggested that the binding of IHF creates bends in DNA so as to help attP condense into a compact structure that is activated for recombination. In this work we show that IHF binding to either of two sites found within attP does indeed produce bending of DNA. In contrast, the other recombination protein needed for integrative recombination, Int, does not appreciably bend the DNA to which it is bound. In agreement with the proposal that IHF bending is important for creating a condensed attP, bending by IHF persists in the presence of bound Int. Our conclusions about protein-directed bends in DNA are based on the study of the electrophoretic mobility of a set of permuted DNA fragments in the presence or absence of IHF and/or Int. To facilitate this study, we have constructed a novel vector that simplifies the generation of permuted fragments. This vector should be useful in studying the bending of other DNA sequences by specific binding proteins.